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EASYMASK
TECHNICAL DATASHEET

Ref. MO22201

Half Mask

Half-mask in TPE thermoplastic rubber, used with a pair of filters : 22240 (P3)
22250 (A1B1E1), 22260 (A2P3), 22270 (A1B1E1K1P3), soft silicon exhalvation
valve, fabric and rubber elastic strap

DESCRIPTION

SECTORS

Light Industries

Maintenance

Infrastructure, building industry

Construction - finishing work

DIY

following the filter you choose, offers a
protection against toxic dust or very
toxic dust, gaz and vapours, For regular
and prolonged use in a dangerous
environment: industrial maintenance,
Fertilizer spreading, chemical industry,
paint application, carpentry, wood
industry, cement industry, metal cutting
…, fits with the filters : 22240 (P3)
22250 (A1B1E1), 22260 (A2P3), 22270
(A1B1E1K1P3),

APPLICATIONS

The +
Is used with two filters for a better balance
on the face
Made of TPE: no contact with silicone or
latex, Fits with glasses or goggles
Exhalation valve: reduction of breathing
resistance and avoid fog inside the mask
Heat: broad elastic headband easily
adjustable, with 4 tie points for an optimal
adjustment to the face

PURCHASE PACKAGING

Référence Taille Sachet Carton

22201 16

Individual pack

SALES PACKAGING
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EN140:1998 Half masks and quarter masks

Delivered by ITALCERT (0426) Viale Sarca- 336 20126 - MILANO Italy

Other features  Half-mask in TPE thermoplastic rubber
- used with 2 filters (not included)
Soft silicon exhalvation valve
Fabric and rubber elastic strap
Compatible with filtres 22240 (P3)
22250 (A1B1E1), 22260 (A2P3), 22270
(A1B1E1K1P3)

Harness features  Plastic harnessFeatures  TPE reusable half-mask 2 filters
Bayonet connection

Weight  130

STANDARD(S)

This equipment conforms to the personal protective equipment model covered by the EC type-examination certificate PPE011AT1650

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Ref. MO22201EASYMASK


